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Abstract 

Background: Insufficient research and a lack of information exists regarding how to best 

transition adolescent and young adult (AYA) cancer survivors aged 15-39 years from 

survivorship care clinics (SCCs) to primary care providers (PCPs). 

Objective: To qualitatively explore perceived barriers and needed resources for transitioning 

A YA cancer survivors to PCPs among A YA SCC coordinators working at National Cancer 

Institute-Designated Cancer Center (NCI-DCC) SCCs to promote continued quality and 

continuity of care. 

Methods: Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 11 NCI-DCC SCC coordinators. 

Interview questions were developed based on findings resulting from a review of the literature on 

AYA cancer survivorship, the first author's personal experience as an AYA cancer survivor, and 

guidance from two cancer nursing experts on the study team. Reflexive Thematic Analysis was 

used to analyze data. 

Results: One overarching theme, Cancer is a Lifelong Responsibility, and four key themes, 

Adopt More Effective Methods of Communication, There needs to be Survivorship Education, 

Just Making Sure They Don't Fall off the Radar, and Research in Survivorship is Important, 

were generated. 

Conclusion: Participants agreed that A YA cancer survivor patients have unique healthcare needs 

that would greatly benefit from improved SCC-PCP communication, PCP A YA cancer 

survivorship education, and use of a standardized and universal survivorship transition plan 

Implications for Nursing: Future research is needed examining AYA cancer survivorship 

communication, education, psychosocial care, and alternative and integrative interventions. 

Keywords: Adolescent, young adult, A YA, cancer, survivorship 
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The National Cancer Institute (NCI, n.d.) defined cancer survivorship as the physical, mental, 

emotional, social, and financial health and well-being of an individual diagnosed with cancer 

from the time of diagnosis until the end of life. An adolescent and young adult (A YA) cancer 

survivor is an individual aged 15 to 39 years who has been diagnosed with cancer (American 

Cancer Society [ACS], 2020). The survivorship experience includes family members, friends, 

and caregivers and involves routine follow-up care and wellness checkups that monitor and 

screen for late treatment effects, cancer recurrence, secondary cancers, and quality of life (NCI, 

n.d.). It is estimated that one million new cases of cancer occur globally in AYAs (Barr, Ferrari, 

Rles, Whelan, & Bleyer, 2016). In the year 2020, there will be approximately 89,500 new cancer 

cases among A Y As in the United States (US) (ACS, 2020). Due to survival rates exceeding 80% 

at five years in high-income countries, there are about 500,000 A YA childhood and young adult

onset cancer survivors in the US (Barr et al., 2017; Hydeman, Uwazurike, Adeyemi, & Beuapin, 

2019). 

For A YA cancer survivors, survivorship is an intricate and complex part of their lifelong 

journey and questions regarding how to transition to a "new normal" following treatment are not 

always met with clear answers and evidence-based guidance. Because this population is at 

increased risk for late treatment effects which need to be routinely monitored and screened, it is 

imperative that survivorship care clinics (SCCs) in NCI-Designated Cancer Centers (NCI-DCCs) 

facilitate and communicate survivorship care transition plans to educated and trained community 

and primary care providers (PCPs). The purpose of this study was to explore perceived barriers 

and needed resources for transitioning A YA cancer survivors to PCPs among clinic coordinators 

working in NCI-DCC SCCs. The aim of this study was to gain further insight and understanding 
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regarding A YA cancer survivor care and transition needs to promote continuity of care and 

quality of life for this complex and unique population. 

Methods 

Project Design 

Guided by van Manen's (1990) phenomenological hermeneutic approach, a qualitative 

descriptive design was utilized. This philosophical underpinning provided the researchers 

opportunity to gain insight into the participant's lived experience and to construct a textual 

interpretation of their lived experience (Van Manen, 1990). Individual interviews utilizing a 

semi-structured interview questionnaire was utilized to collect data. The semi-structured 

interview questionnaire was developed guided by Millar's (2004) shared care model, an 

approach to care that utilizes skills and knowledge from a range of healthcare professionals in 

joint responsibility to care for individual patients, findings resulting from an extensive review of 

evidence-based literature focusing on A YA cancer survivorship, the first author's personal 

experience as an AYA cancer survivor, and guidance from two cancer nursing experts on the 

study team (PP & SC) (see Table 1). 

Setting and Participants 

Institutional Review Board study approval was granted by the researchers' educational 

institution. A search for nationwide NCI-DCCs with AYA SCCs located across the four regions 

of the US was performed by the first author. Twenty-five centers were identified and an email 

was sent to the clinic coordinators asking if they would voluntarily participate in this study via a 

telephone interview. Participants were included if they spoke English, could participate in a 

telephone interview, and were able to provide verbal consent. Participants were informed about 

the purpose and aim of the study, that they could withdraw from study participation at any time 
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without penalty or consequence, and that they could refuse to answer any question asked during 

the interview. Participant questions were answered prior to interview implementation and verbal 

consent was obtained. 

Data Collection 

Of 25 eligible participants, 11 consented to voluntarily participate in the study and 

demographic information is presented in Table 2. Interview sessions lasted approximately 60 

minutes and took place via telephone in a private and quiet room located in the first author's 

personal residence and in a private and quiet location determined by each participant. The 

interviews were audio recorded, transcribed and de-identified immediately following the 

interview, and then read and re-read by the first author to support transcription accuracy and 

promote data familiarization and immersion (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Braun, Clarke, Hayfield, & 

Terry, 2019). 

Data Analysis 

Guided by van Manen's hermeneutic phenomenological approach, the following six 

stages of Braun and Clarke's Reflexive Thematic Analysis method was used to analyze data 

utilizing an inductive approach and semantic coding: 1) data transcription, immersion, and 

familiarization; 2) generating initial notes and codes; 3) constructing candidate themes with 

subthemes; 4) revising candidate themes and producing a working thematic map; 5) defining 

themes and refining theme names; and 6) finalizing the data analysis by checking generated 

themes against the dataset and producing the final report (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Braun et al., 

2019). Study team members practiced reflexivity throughout the duration of the study which 

entailed reflecting on how one's role as a researcher and how one's personal and professional 

knowledge, experience, and positionings may have shaped or informed data collection, analysis, 
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and the reporting of findings (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Braun et al., 2019). A thematic map 

illustrating the relationship between themes is found in Figure 1. 

Findings 

Data analysis generated one overarching theme, Cancer is a Lifelong Responsibility, and 

four key themes, Adopt More Effective Methods of Communication, There Needs to be 

Survivorship Education, Just Making Sure They Don't Fall off the Radar, and Research is 

Important in Survivorship. The following presents a detailed discussion of the overarching theme 

and four key themes. 

Overarching Theme: Cancer is a Lifelong Responsibility 

Cancer is a Lifelong Responsibility was the overarching theme that captured a central 

meaning encapsulated across the entire dataset that was embedded in all four key themes. 

Participant D expressed, "Survivorship starts from day one . . .it doesn't just end when therapy 

completes, but it's really a lifelong thing." Survivorship was described by participant E as a 

"lifelong responsibility ... to prepare them [A YA survivors] to be their own advocate." This 

overarching theme supports the need for health care providers to recognize that A YA cancer care 

does not end when treatment is completed. 

Theme 1: Adopt More Effective Methods of Communication 

To Adopt More Effective Methods of Communication was viewed by all participants as 

imperative in transiting A YA cancer survivor care from oncology providers and teams to 

community providers and PCPs. Participant F expressed, "I would hope that we [the SCC] would 

adopt more effective methods of communication with our A YAs ." The majority of participants 

commented on how failure of A YA cancer survivors and SCCs to successfully disseminate and 

share survivorship care plans (SCP) with community providers and PCPs contributed to the lack 
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of effective communication. Participant C noted that A YA cancer survivors should be sharing 

the SCP stating, "[PCPs should be] aware and up to date on your unique history and make sure 

they look at your survivorship summary." Participants also commented that A YA cancer 

survivors were not staying connected to their SCC which contributed to poor communication 

regarding their survivorship care. Participant H remarked, "Particularly for adolescent and young 

adults many times [SCCs] are not quickly located ... and so it's hard for them to have one kind of 

home base where they get all of their survivorship care." 

The majority of participants stressed the importance for A YA SCCs to work in concert 

with PCPs to improve communication regarding A YA survivorship care and care transition. 

Participant J stated, "I feel like having a survivorship clinic and having partnering with primary 

care is like a good mesh of priorities ... because I don't feel that primary care could handle 

everything in their 20-40 min visits that an A YA patient may need." Participant F commented, 

"Well, ideally, you've [the SCC] been communicating with [PCPs] all along and they're aware 

of health issues that occur during therapy and after therapy. I know that's challenging. There are 

rules in force here to be sure that that communication occurs." 

Theme 2: There Needs to be Survivorship Education 

With regard to Theme 2, participant I stated, "There needs to be survivorship 

education . . . ", a standpoint strongly voiced by all participants. Due to an existing disconnect, 

participants voiced that more education is needed among A YA cancer survivors from their SCC 

providers regarding the importance of post-treatment follow-up and continuity of care. 

Participant J noted, 
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They need more education on late effects of treatment and so I feel like having a 

survivorship clinic and having partnering with primary care is like a good mesh of 

priorities. 

Participant I additionally commented that A YA cancer survivors have a " . . . lack of awareness 

that they even have the potential for later effects, because when they're done [with treatment], 

they're done." Another participant noted, 

What happens is they [AYA cancer survivors] come in and invariably they don't have a 

connection [with a PCP]. They're at the adolescent young adult age where, you know, 

I'm fine, I don't need any more or they think they don't need any immunizations, even 

though most of them haven't gotten HPV and their Tdap and their meningococcal 

vaccine. So . . . their perception is I'm fine . I'm coming to (SCC) once a year. Why do I 

need to connect in with primary care? So that's one extreme. (F) 

Education for A YA cancer survivors from SCC providers regarding self-advocacy and 

the need to build and regain PCP trust was viewed by participants as essential to promote post

treatment self-care and empowerment. Participant D reinforced how there is need for "The 

patient's to be advocates for themselves ... their moms managed everything, of course, and I still 

have them coming back in their early 20s and their mom is answering all their questions ... a lot 

of patients feel like it's still the parents' domain." Participant B voiced that" ... [PCPs] create a 

little bit of a trust issue [because] it took them [ A YA cancer patients] a really long time to get a 

diagnosis" and participant F stated, "The family invariably is distrustful of the people at home 

[PCPs] because they're the ones that missed it or didn't know what was going on, etc." 

Educating PCPs on the importance of integrating an A YA cancer survivor's past medical 

history into their plan of care and adhering to the SCP to monitor and screen for late treatment 
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side effects was viewed as vital. One participant (K) stated, "We know that people with histories 

of cancer have higher rates of high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and diabetes. So, it's really 

important to have somebody who's an expert in those areas following you." Participants also 

stressed the necessity for PCPs to be knowledgeable and educated on the emotional and 

psychosocial impact a cancer diagnosis has among AYA cancer survivors. One participant (B) 

expressed, "Very unique population ... being mindful of the issues that they face that are unique 

to them is going to really help with the transition." 

Having a willingness to learn about A YA cancer survivorship, being comfortable in 

caring for AYA cancer survivor patients, and understanding and being familiar with the 

Children's Oncology Group (COG) care guidelines were viewed by participants as additional 

needed areas of education for PCPs. Participants voiced, "I've had primary care providers like 

not even be aware of the Children's Oncology Group guidelines ... so I feel I like it's just harder 

for them to stay on top of all those new guidelines" (J) and "In primary care, guidelines are great. 

But A, you have to know they're there and B, they have to be easily accessible and translatable 

into primary care" (I). 

Theme 3: Just Making Sure they don't Fall off the Radar 

Theme 3 captured the participant's belief that there is need for SCCs to remain in contact 

with their A YA patients to promote continuity of care and the need to connect with a PCP. 

Participant B's comment perfectly captured the essence of this theme: "Just making sure that 

they don't fall of the radar and feel like they are forgotten and go from, you know, being 

scheduled every day to not coming back for six months and just really having no contact. It's so 

easy just to fall off." Participants noted that many A YA cancer survivors believe there is no need 

for follow-up care after treatment because they are no longer sick and because they don't want to 
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be viewed as sick or still in need of medical intervention. Participant F noted, "Some just say, 

I'm done. I'm sick of this. I want to get out of there. I want to get out of here." Participant (H) 

observed, 

I think for many cancer survivors, they just no longer want to be identified as being sick 

anymore. And that kind of sick label, which we've shown in multiple studies and 

multiple ways even with medication clearance, so many times those patients just go off 

the grid ... They ignore emails, ignore phone calls. And that's a really hard thing to 

overcome. 

Participants stated that, for A YA cancer survivors, the risk of "falling off the radar" and 

not connecting with a PCP was supported by having a strong attachment to their oncology team 

and provider. Participant E explained, 

They are so attached to their primary oncologist. .. I've had to ask them [primary 

oncologists] to start preparing their patients for transition to survivorship ... start cutting 

those apron strings and encouraging them to talk with other people about their cancer 

questions or cancer experience or other issues. And so that by the time they get to 

survivorship, they're made that leap for independence in managing their own health, their 

medical care. 

Transitioning from childhood to adulthood was considered by participants as a 

multifaceted factor contributing to A YA cancer survivors "falling off the radar." Participants 

remarked, "Like nineteen to twenty, they're in college and may not feel they need to see anyone" 

(J) and "They have moved and just, you know, forgot to notify us and we might be trying to 

follow up with them" (H). In addition to moving, the risk for "falling off the radar" was further 
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compounded by the lack of accessible SCCs across the country and that SCCs are overwhelmed 

by patients. Participant H voiced, 

I think that really particularly for adolescents and young adults, many times they are not 

quickly located by, you know, in close proximity to a large cancer center and may not be 

or moved frequently. And so it hard for them to have one kind of home base that's where 

they get all of their survivorship care. 

Participants additionally expressed concern that follow up guidelines within A YA SCCs are not 

uniform across all clinics and that due to large age differences among A YA cancer survivors, 

some patients transition within SCCs instead of a single transition to primary care. One 

participant (B) stated, "They're [A YA cancer survivors] just really coming back for follow up 

visits and stuff like that so there isn't anything concrete in place here ... " 

Finally, nearly all participants noted that the lack of insurance or limited insurance plans 

contributed to the risk of A YA cancer survivors "falling off the radar." Participant F stated, "I 

think that insurance is a huge issue . . . Sometimes we're limited by what we can do by their 

insurance" while participant D noted, "I think insurance is a huge barrier for these patients 

because I think a lot of times insurance dictates what can and cannot be done." 

Theme 4: Research is Important in Survivorship 

Theme 4 captured the participant's viewpoint that research and funding are essential in 

promoting and improving quality AYA survivorship care because of this population's unique 

needs. Participant D stressed, "Research is also important in survivorship and I think sometimes 

we forget that piece of it." Participant F voiced, 

Their issues are completely different. You know, a lot of the A Y As, a lot of it is social 

isolation and you know learning how, you know, that I'm not alone and I'm having these 
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health issues or physical changes etc ... .I don't think we do as good a job with that 

community. I think that that population struggles. So I hope that that would be 

responding better. 

Participants additionally discussed the need to conduct research exploring ways to 

address the decreasing capacity for SCCs to care for the growing A YA cancer survivor 

population. Participant D expressed, "The great news is more patients are surviving ... We're a 

small team that sees a large number of patients and so for us to be able to really grow that, I think 

will require more infrastructure on our part" while participant J noted, "We are going to need 

more providers .. .I think APPs so NPs and PAs are a great way to fill that role just because we 

can be trained and we typically work cheaper to pay for instead of hiring physicians." 

Finally, participants agreed that future research is needed exploring A YA SCPs, 

alternative and integrative treatment modalities, A YA survivorship resiliency, metabolic 

syndrome and obesity in cancer, and neuro-psych testing. Participants stated, "I think we have a 

robust research arm here that's looking at all of those factors that help with A YA SCPs and also 

measuring and having evidence based things that we know impact those survivors of follow up" 

(H); "We do counseling ... offer other outlets like camp .. . pampering services also massages . . . and 

yoga . . . mindful awareness and techniques and things like that" (G); "Integrative services like 

acupuncture, human touch, reiki, massage, yoga, and our wellness services" (A); and "We have a 

team working on resiliency and resilience, intervention in survivors ... we have a group of people 

looking at metabolic syndrome and obesity in cancer patients . . . we're trying to increase neuro-

psych testing" (H). 

Discussion 

Improved communication methods are critically needed regarding A YA cancer 
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survivorship care and care transition between A YA SCCs, patients, and PCPs. Dissemination of 

A YA SCPs would help facilitate transition of care communication between patients, oncology 

teams, and PCPs. Findings from this study revealed that although no standardized or universal 

AYA survivorship care transition plan exists in the participant's SCC, COG guidelines were 

utilized by all SCCs to guide patient and SCP development. 

Susanibar and collegues. (2014) found that PCP unpreparedness and/or discomfort in 

managing care of cancer survivors resulted from a perceived lack of knowledge, skill, and 

confidence. The growing A YA cancer survivor population resulting in overwhelmed SCCs 

presents an urgent necessity to educate and train community providers and PCPs in A YA cancer 

survivor care. Education for PCPs needs to include learning how to collaborate and partner with 

SCCs, understanding and becoming familiar with COG A YA survivorship guidelines, and 

having the ability to access, read, understand, and follow A YA SCP recommendations. 

Despite the known risks for developing late treatment effects, A YA cancer survivors often 

fail to establish post-treatment medical care with PCPs which contributes to their "falling off the 

radar" (Smits-Seemann, Kaul, Zamora, & Kirchoff, 2016). Almost 80% of A YA cancer 

survivors do not receive adequate survivorship care with minimal surveillance for late cancer 

treatments effects (Ross, Mitchell, Lyer, & Kadan-Lottick, 2019; Hydeman et al., 2019). This 

population is likely to avoid follow-up care as they transition from adolescence to adulthood; 

additionally they may experience post-traumatic stress avoidance as a result of their cancer care 

experience (Ross et al., 2019). 

Limitations and Future Recommendations 

Findings resulting from this study are not generalizable due to purposive sampling, the 
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small sample size, and the potential for researcher bias. Future research is needed exploring 

improved communication methods between A YA SCCs, patients, community providers, and 

PCPs. Research is needed to identify optimal approaches to PCP education to reduce fear and 

improve confidence in caring for A YA cancer survivors. Research is additionally needed 

exploring how to promote A YA survivor follow up compliance, advocacy and empowerment. 

Furthermore, research is needed exploring how to reduce PCP distrust and breakdown in patient

provider communication barriers as well as use of alternative and integrative care interventions. 

Finally, research is needed exploring potential psychological effects and long-term emotional 

consequences of a cancer diagnoses in this age group as those lost to follow-up care are not 

receiving adequate psychological screenings (Ross et al., 2019). 

Conclusion 

At any age, cancer is an undeniable life altering event which becomes a lifelong 

responsibility. When diagnosed as an AYA patient, the plan of care should be developed based 

on a comprehensive understanding of their unique set of physical and psychosocial risk factors 

and needs. Improved lines of communication must be delineated between health care providers 

within SCCs and those in the community. Enhanced educational practices must be employed to 

empower both patients and providers to better understand and participate in A YA survivor care. 

Participants in this study were dedicated, caring, and loving but drowning in the ever increasing 

numbers of survivors in the SCC and frustrated that their patients are "falling off the radar." A 

universal transition plan from NCI-DCCs to community and PCPs is desperately needed to 

promote quality of care and quality of life for this unique and specialized population. 
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Table 1. 

Semi-Structured Interview Questionnaire Sample Interview Questions 

1. Describe for me the ideal trajectory for follow-up care for A YA patients succeeding 
treatment and utilization of survivorship care clinics. 

2. Explain for me your referral process for A YA survivors to continue follow-up with PCPs. 

3. Explain your specific program guidelines for follow up care for A YA patients. 

4. Describe any other guidelines you are using in navigating A YA cancer survivor follow 
up care. Discuss their usefulness in the primary care setting. 

5. Explain for me how you view primary care providers should be involved in A YA 
survivorship care. 

6. Describe who you feel is best suited to care for survivors 10 years post treatment. 20 
years. 30 years. 

7. Discuss the communication network that is set up to correspond with primary care 
providers when an A YA patient finished cancer treatment and requires follow up. 

8. Describe the best way for PCPs to contact this survivorship program if they have 
questions or concerns related to the patient. Can you estimate the number of calls and 
transfers they would need to make when calling? 

9. What do you expect to see in your survivorship clinic as the number of A YA cancer 
survivors continues to climb? Describe how you feel regarding the sustainability of 
survivorship care clinics with the increasing number of survivors. Does your program 
have a plan to adapt with the growing demands? 

10. How do you guide A YA survivors who feel they no longer should follow up within the 
cancer hospital but still require follow up? 

11. How does your survivorship care clinic assess for comorbidities unrelated to cancer 
treatment and who treats should they be diagnosed? 

12. Explain to me your experiences with loss to follow up care, what do you feel are 
contributing factors and barriers in this population. 
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Table 2. 

Participant Demographic Information 

REGION 

WEST 

NORTHEAST 

SOUTHEAST 

MID-WEST 

STATE 

California 

California 

California 

California 

Colorado 

New York 

Maryland 

Tennessee 

Virginia 

Georgia 

Nebraska 

INTERVIEW CODE 

H 

I 

D 

G 

K 

A 

B 

F 

E 

C 

J 



• A YA cancer survivor belief that they are no 
longer sick and in need of post-treatment care 

• Strong AYA cancer survivor attachment to 
oncology team/providers 

• Multifaceted childhood to adulthood A YA 
cancer survivor transition factors 

• No insurance or lack of insurance among A YA 
cancer survivors 

• Funding to grow SCCs 
• Funding increasing prepared PCPs 
• Research exploring how to address 

decreased SCC care capacity 
• Research exploring alternative & 

integrative modalities 

Theme 4: 
Research is 

Important in 
Survivorship 

Theme 1: 
Adopt More 

Effective 
Methods of 

Communication 

l 
Cancer is a Lifelong 

Responsibility 

L __ -- _ _ 

t 
Theme 3: 

Just Making Sure 
They Don't Fall 

off the Radar 

• Failure of A YA cancer survivors & SCC to 
disseminate SCP to PCPs 

• Failure for AYA cancer survivors to stay 
connected with their SCC 

• Need for A YA cancer survivor, SCC, and 
PCP collaboration 

Theme 2: 
There Needs to 

I 
_J 

be Survivorship 
Education 

• Lack of A YA cancer survivor & SCC sustained 
connection 

• Lack of A YA cancer survivor awareness of 
later side effects 

• A YA cancer survivor need to regain PCP trust 
• PCP education & willingness to learn about 

A YA cancer survivorship 
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Figure 1 

Thematic Map: Perceived Barriers and Needs among SCC Coordinators for Transitioning AYA Cancer Survivors to PCPs 
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